INTEG – Adjustatable
The Integ Adjustatable is an innovative electric height adjustable table that is stylish and
functional while being cost effective and robust.
The powerful motor in the Integ
Adjustatable is able to lift up to
100kg

4 one-touch height presets
as well as fine tuning
adjustment allows the desk
to be situated at the correct
height with minimal effort

Environmentally friendly bamboo
top. Bamboo releases 35% more
oxygen and yields 20 times more
timber than trees on the same
area

No levers or handles, electric
height adjustment is the easiest
way to get your desk from a
sitting height to standing

Integ Adjustatable Height Adjustable Table

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MAX WEIGHT:
100kg

4-BUTTON MEMORY CONTROLLER

MAX HEIGHT:
1175mm

MINIMUM HEIGHT:
745mm

ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:
UP/DOWN BUTTON FEATURES
•
•

•

Tap: Fine height adjustment
Hold for 2 seconds and
release: Table will automatically
go to its highest/lowest point
Tap while moving: Stops the
table

MEMORY BUTTON FEATURES:
•
•

Tap: Table moves to the memory
position
Hold for 5 seconds: Reprograms
the memory button to the current
height

430mm

DESK FRAME FOOTPRINT:
1285mm x 675mm

BAMBOO TABLETOP - SIZE:
1524mm x 762mm x 15mm

BAMBOO TABLETOP - WHITEBOARD:
The tabletop is suitable to use as a whiteboard with dry
erase markers

TABLE FRAME AND TABLE TOP DIMENSIONS

MOTOR - DURABILITY:
Tested to 10000 transitions, 1 transition every 5
minutes

1175

1524

MOTOR - AUTO STOP FUNCTION:
Motor stops if any sharp weight/pressure is applied
while it is moving

745

762

MOTOR - OVERHEAT PROTECTION:
Motor shutoff can kick in if the motor is excessively
used in a short time period. Normal function will
resume after approximately 10 minutes when the
motor is at a safe operating temperature.

WARRANTY:

1285

3 years warranty on the motor, 5 years on the frame

